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Abstract 
 
Gyakuten no Ryuugaku presents and emphasizes studying abroad as a means to “make a 
comeback” or turn an unfavorable situation around and start over. In fact, the brief introduction 
to the book on the publisher’s website suggests that study abroad is not merely for outstanding or 
elite students: It can also be for mid-career level employees, middle-aged individuals or people 
in unfavorable circumstances looking for solutions (IBC Publishing, 2018). In order to 
demonstrate such, certified study abroad counselor Takano Mikio primarily draws on case 
studies and a variety of study abroad alternatives. After initially defining what is meant by 
gyakuten no ryuugaku in the introduction, the book is divided into three chapters with the first 
addressing all the apprehensions one might have about studying abroad and answering all the 
frequently asked questions. The second chapter then explores a variety of study abroad options 
and introduces relevant case studies. The third chapter offers advice and outlines the mental 
preparation necessary for studying abroad and to end on a profound and personal note, the book 
closes with additional contributor Nakao Yuri’s inspiring account of her own comeback 
experience as a struggling student with Asperger syndrome who managed to make a complete 
turnaround by studying abroad.  
This paper will first define gyakuten no ryuugaku and provide some background on the 
main issues regarding the phenomenon. This will then be followed by a review of the main 
chapters, in which the strengths and weaknesses will be discussed. Finally, I will conclude by 
demonstrating how the text highlights the struggles of individuals in contemporary Japanese 
society and how it might be ideal for readers of all walks of life who are both living in Japan and 
seeking a little push or motivation to study abroad. 
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Defining gyakuten no ryuugaku and Addressing the Main Issues 
 
 As noted, the introduction clarifies the overall meaning of gyakuten no ryuugaku. Takano 
essentially sees studying abroad as a means to turn the tables or get back on track. One’s age, 
background or circumstances are irrelevant. What is interesting, however, is his argument that 
Japanese society is rather inflexible and not everyone can adapt or fit in, but studying abroad can 
open doors and help you realize your potential (2018, p. 4). Takano particularly criticizes the 
conventional styles of lifetime employment in Japan or at least the obligation to be chained to a 
company or work under horrible conditions for the sake of stability because it is simply 
“comfortable” (p. 6). This is reinforced later in Chapter 3 when Takano outright states that one of 
the greatest problems of Japanese society is the fear of straying from a stable path, and thus 
praises the West’s positive attitudes towards failure, tendency to embrace diversity and overall 
open-mindedness (pp. 162-163). 
 While studying abroad can be perceived as an escape from the rigid structures and 
circumstances in Japan, Takano argues that it is nevertheless a second chance or “game changer” 
(p. 5-6). In a culture where changing jobs is not unheard of but not encouraged, this perspective 
can be enlightening and inspiring for individuals who are at their wits’ end or have simply 
burned out.  
 To follow on from what seems like a counseling session in the introduction, Chapter 1 
addresses most of the major concerns or qualms about studying abroad one might likely have 
after being convinced that it is worthwhile. Topics in this chapter include English proficiency 
issues, what one can gain from studying abroad, how even individuals in the most negative of 
circumstances can benefit from studying abroad, the importance of being flexible about one’s 
choices and paths, why one’s experiences abroad are essential in a globalized society, the lack of 
programs to suit everyone’s needs, the role of the study abroad guidance counselor, the price of 
tuition and the cost-performance of studying abroad. By remaining ever positive in tone and 
providing solid statistics and persuasive anecdotes and arguments, Takano illustrates the 
overwhelming number of advantages over the financial burden of studying abroad, which, he 
adds, can be equivalent to the costs of studying in Japan in some cases (p. 37). To reinforce this, 
on page 39 he ends the chapter by demonstrating that the average salary of Japanese employees 
is higher for graduates of foreign rather than domestic universities (see Figure 1). In a rather 
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indisputable fashion, Takano proves the long-term benefits of studying abroad are worth the 
investment. 
     
 Figure 1: Comparing average salaries of graduates from domestic and foreign 
universities (Yokota, 2016) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Case for Case Studies 
 
 While providing solid facts and quantitative data lends Takano’s arguments credibility, to 
really reach the book’s target reader and effectively make the case for studying abroad, the 
inclusion of case studies in Chapter 2 is particularly commendable. Giving a voice to or 
personalizing study abroad experiences is arguably one of the most effective means of 
influencing readers as they encourage reader empathy and greater reader investment. However, 
while case studies can be convincing and/or capture the reader’s attention, “they are not 
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generalizable; a case—no matter how well done—cannot tell you whether it is the only such 
instance or whether the problem (or success) is widespread” (Morra & Friedlander, 1999, p. 3). 
In any case, given that Gyakuten no Ryuugaku provides a number of generic yet relatable case 
studies, it caters to a range of readers with different backgrounds and needs. The case studies 
include studying at a language school, studying at a foreign university, studying at a high school 
abroad, studying at a sports academy, getting a diploma or certificate abroad, going to graduate 
school abroad, and joining a short-term study abroad program or summer camp. Evidently, a 
wide range of age groups are covered in these case studies—from junior high school students 
(summer camp or short-term study abroad programs) through to middle-aged or mid-career level 
workers needing a change of scenery or looking for a career change. Although anonymized, 
every one of the case studies mentioned involves an individual who is having trouble or feels out 
of place in their current school, workplace, or life in Japan. They are generally concerned about 
their future and seem to be at a loss as to what to do with their lives or current situations. To 
address these issues, Takano introduces a wide variety of options while ensuring that he also 
covers any associated queries or concerns one might typically have regarding cost, length, and 
language proficiency.  
 One of his strategies in this chapter is to highlight the major flaws in Japanese institutions 
and society and then proceed to demonstrate how things are done differently, if not better, 
abroad. One of the notable points is his criticism of the reputation that Japanese universities have 
for being difficult to enter but easy to graduate from (p. 64). Not only that, but the entire four 
years one wastes doing part-time work and barely studying, he argues, is pointless (p. 64). 
Adding onto that, Takano highlights the fact that although some Japanese universities are listed 
in the World University Rankings, most of the other mediocre or lesser known universities are so 
poorly ranked (between 600-800 of a total of 1103 universities) that one is better off studying at 
the University of Manchester or Sydney. That way, students can essentially kill two birds with 
one stone by both gaining skills and knowledge necessary for their careers and improving their 
English (p. 67). In his case for studying at a high school abroad, Takano brings to attention the 
phenomenon of futoukou (students who refuse or stop going to school). Acknowledging that each 
student’s reasons may vary, he nevertheless notes that even if some of these students decide to 
go to another school in the hope that things will be different, many fall back into the same rut (p. 
86). Part of the problem, he suggests, is Japanese society and its way of thinking. Therefore, 
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studying in a new environment in which the culture, ways of thinking, and relationships with 
others are completely different is refreshing, eye-opening, and highly recommended (p. 86). 
Overall, the content and tone of this chapter is critical and encouraging but never condescending. 
As a result, readers might feel reassured that they are not alone and that there are a range of 
options available to them. Making that big step to study abroad or hop on the road to recovery 
just involves getting out of one’s comfort zone. 
 
Mental Preparation and a Personal Account 
 
 As mentioned earlier, Chapter 3 discusses the mental preparation necessary for studying 
abroad. Needless to say, learning and living in another environment is not exactly a walk in the 
park and for anyone uncertain about their future or suffering from anxiety, it is an incredible leap 
to make. While acknowledging this, Takano dedicates this chapter to offering honest advice to 
his readers.  
 First of all, he constantly stresses that without great motivation or effort, nothing will be 
achieved and nothing will change (p. 152). Interestingly, he also adds that crime or danger 
should not be considered an issue or hold anyone back since Japan is just as dangerous if the 
frequency of natural disasters and political tensions with North Korea are taken into account (p. 
153). Furthermore, with Japan’s rapidly ageing society, the growing presence of foreign 
employees working in Japanese companies and Japanese firms expanding their businesses 
abroad is inevitable. Thus, in this context, being open-minded and being able to communicate 
with a greater number of people is critical (p. 154-155). Coming to terms with this situation is, 
according to Takano, part of the mental preparation process. Another issue that Takano considers 
is the fear of failure, or the fear of not being able to redeem oneself, that are both so prevalent in 
Japanese society (p. 163). For Takano, experiencing life in a tolerant society that embraces 
diversity and sees failure as growth can lead one to their recovery or help one make their 
comeback. 
 The final chapter, as noted, is a personal account of a young student, who, in spite of her 
struggle in Japanese schools, managed to make a complete turnaround by studying abroad. Until 
she was diagnosed in her late teens, Nakao Yuri struggled for most of her life with Asperger 
syndrome and eventually stopped attending school. Her account in this chapter centers on the 
discovery of her illness, her eventual graduation from high school, and her aspiration thereafter 
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to enroll in the University of York’s Psychology in Education course. Rather than the ends, it is 
the means (or the process) that is emphasized in this chapter. If anything, this chapter follows on 
from the previous chapter in reinforcing that effort and motivation are essential if one has any 
hope in making a comeback. While the cases in Chapter 2 were anonymized, the personal touch 
in Nakao’s account is honest, real, and inspiring. Nakao is an atypical study abroad student and 
as this chapter demonstrates, in the face of adversity and in a society that encourages conformity, 
sometimes the only way to make a comeback is to both think and venture outside the box. 
 
 
Summary 
 
 All things considered, perhaps this book does not present any groundbreaking or new 
information, but it does offer sound advice and general insight on study abroad options for 
Japanese students who are struggling or seeking options or solutions to turn their lives around. If 
there are any shortcomings, it is perhaps the Anglo-centric angle. While studying English and 
other subjects in English-speaking countries is the primary goal for most Japanese students 
considering a study abroad program, one cannot discount the importance of learning Asian 
languages and/or other European languages. In addition, the assumption that people in the West 
are generally open-minded or flexible is, needless to say, problematic. Another issue is perhaps 
the fact that Takano seems to insist that the way society works and the unfavorable 
circumstances for some people in Japan is unlikely to change and that going abroad is the 
ultimate option or solution. Disregarding the root cause and going elsewhere (rather than perhaps 
confronting the problem and trying to make positive changes) is neither proactive nor is it a 
sustainable strategy.  
 Nevertheless, both easy to read and packed into a neat little manga-length book, 
Gyakuten no Ryuugaku is digestible and informative. Rather than regurgitating the information 
already available in most study abroad handbooks, the balance of case studies, social criticism, 
and factual data is insightful and inspiring. While I suggested that it is ideal for readers who are 
both living in Japan and need a little push or motivation to study abroad, Gyakuten no Ryuugaku 
is a useful resource for not only study abroad counselors, but for counselors in general, too. 
Rather than focusing on language acquisition and global human resource development, the 
emphasis on more personal reasons to study abroad is commendable. As for English instructors 
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in Japan who might interact with the target readers of this book, this book not only offers insight 
into gyakuten no ryuugaku as a concept and phenomenon, but it is a valuable tool in making 
anxious students aware of the various options that are available to them.  
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